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What is Primary Structures?

Primary Structures are features of rocks that form at or 

shortly after the time of formation of the rock itself.

They are important for a number of reasons :

To determine the original facing direction of strata.

Can be used as a strain markers in deformed rocks.

Some primary features (Fossils) are useful in age 

determination.

Primary structures help us interpret the condition under 

which the rock was formed.

By finding the bedding, a geologist can unravel the 

history of a region.



Classification of Rocks

Sedimentary Rocks Igneous Rocks Metamorphic Rocks

Clastic

Chemical

Biologic Instrusive Exstrusive Foliated Non-

Foliated



The rock cycle 



1. Sedimentary Structure

2. Igneous Structure

3. Metamorphic Structure

PRIMARY STRUCTURE



Sedimentary rock  the primary layering or stratification 

which is called bedding.

What defines bedding in an outcrop?

 Colour

 Sorting

 Composition

 Grain size and distribution

 Resistance to erosion, etc
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 In the Desert of Arizona, beds are defined by variations 

in colors (maroon, red, green, and white).

 In the Grand Canyon and the Rocky Mountains, beds 

are emphasized by contrasts in resistance to erosion. 

 In the Catskill Mountains in New York, there are abrupt 

contrasts in grain size between adjacent beds, with a 

coarse conglomerate juxtaposed against siltstone or 

shale.



Sedimentary Structure





Primary Sedimentary Structures

Massive. Beds that are relatively thick and show no 
internal layering.

Laminated bedding. Beds that are less than 1 cm thick.

Cross Bedding.

Vesikuler.

Graded Bedding. 

Ripples.

Tool marks.

Flute cast.

Mudcracks.

Bioturbation, Trace Fossils.

Etc.
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Cross Bedding Graded Bedding

Gas Vesikuler Mudcracks





Graded Bedding



Graded Bedding



These tool-formed depressions are subsequently filled with coarser sediment to 

produce positive-relief casts. (After Reineck H. E., and I. B. Singh, 1980).



Flute cast





Asymmetric ripple marks. The arrow indicates approximate current direction during 

deposition.



Diagram illustrating large-scale trough cross-bedding formed by migrating, trough shaped 

dunes. Flow is from left to right. (From Harms. J. C. et al,1982).

Diagram showing ripple cross-lamination produced by small current ripples climbing at a 

large angle. (From Harms, J. C, et al, 1982).



Ripples



Clastic dike



Clastic dike.





Clastic dike in Proterozoic sandstones. Note that the dike sharply cuts across 

bedding and that very coarse clasts are preserved in its center.



Cross Bedding.



Cross Bedding.



Formation of Cross Bedding





Trace Fossils



Bioturbation



Bioturbation



Bioturbation



Unconformity

Unconformity  is defined as a substantial break, or time 

gap, in the geologic record. 

Unconformity is the surface where one rock unit is overlain 

by another rock unit that is not next in stratigraphic or age 

succession. 

Unconformities represent an interval of geologic time for 

which there is no rock record at a particular location. 

During such a time, geologic processes like tectonic uplift 

or sea-level fluctuation may have occurred that, in fact, 

may have been responsible for the formation of the 

unconformity surface.



Unconformities are indicators of missing time in the rock 

record.

Unconformity :

 Occurs either when sediment was not 

deposited or when it was deposited and then 

eroded away. 









An unconformity on crystalline rock. 

A disconformity involving both erosion and change in sediment type. 



The principal types of unconformities: (a) disconformity, (b) angular unconformity,



The principal types of unconformities: (c) nonconformity, (d) buttress unconformity

(onlap unconformity).



unconformities



unconformities



unconformities



unconformities













THE END

SEE YOU NEXT WEEK…


